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Abstract
The task of Video Instance Segmentation (VIS) involves
segmenting, tracking and classifying all object instances
present in a given video clip. Occluded VIS is a more challenging extension of this task which involves longer video
sequences where objects undergo significant occlusions
over time. Most existing approaches to VIS involve multiple networks which separately handle segmenting, tracking and classifying object instances, and potentially a set
of heuristics to combine the individual network outputs. By
contrast, we employ just one, single-stage network without
any heuristics or post-processing for the end-to-end task.
Our approach is called ’STEm-Seg’, which is a bottomup method for Segmenting object instances in videos using
Spatio-Temporal Embeddings. We achieve 3rd place in the
Occluded VIS challenge with an mAP score of 21.6% on the
test set.

1. Introduction and Related Work
Occluded Video Instance Segmentation (OVIS) [18] is
a newly proposed dataset and benchmark which involves
pixel-precise segmentation, classification and tracking of all
object instances in a given video clip that belong to a pre-

defined set of 25 classes. This set of object classes consists of humans and various types of vehicles and animals.
The primary evaluation metric is mean Average-Precision
(mAP) which is first computed separately for each object
class and subsequently averaged. The OVIS task is conceptually similar to three other existing datasets/benchmarks
which we describe below along with some popular approaches for tackling them.
Video Instance Segmentation (YouTube-VIS). [22]
The OVIS task is essentially a more challenging variant of
this task since it generally comprises lengthier videos with
more occlusions. Another practical difference is that the
VIS dataset encompasses 40 object classes which also contain several sports related things (e.g. skateboard and
tennis-racket). As a baseline method to tackle this
task, the dataset authors proposed Mask-TrackRCNN [22]
which is an extension of the popular image instance segmentation network Mask-RCNN [10] to video. Specifically, an additional embedding branch is added which produces an embedding vector for every image-level object
detection. These embeddings are then used to associate
per-frame detections over time using Hungarian matching. Luiten et al. [13] proposed a multi-stage approach
which first uses an ImageNet trained classified and MaskRCNN networks for classifying and segmenting instances
per-image, respectively, followed by temporal association
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Figure 1: Overview of STEm-Seg [1]. Given an input video clip, STEm-Seg uses 3D decoders to generate embeddings (E),
variances (V), instance center heat map (H) and semantic segmentation prediction (not shown here). E and V are then used
to define the Gaussian distribution for each object. H encodes a spatio-temporal centre for each object in the input volume,
and is used during inference to sample the corresponding distribution parameters.
based on optical flow and ReID. Their approach won first
place in the YouTue-VIS 2019 challenge, but is complicated
since it involves multiple networks and heuristics. Bertasius et al. [5] proposed a single-network solution which uses
a Mask-RCNN based network with a novel Maskprop module which comprises deformable convolutions [8] and attention to propagate (or, in other words, associate) instances
over time.
Unsupervised
Video
Object
Segmentation
(DAVIS). [6] This task differs from OVIS in that it
does not require classification of object instances. Rather,
the set of object classes is not known a-priori and the task
if to segment and track all ’salient’ foreground objects.
Here, saliency is subjectively defined as those objects
which capture the attention of the human eye. The main
evaluation metrics are the Jaccard Index and F1-score,
which are averaged into a single ”J&F” metric. The current
state-of-the-art solution for this task, UnOVOST [14],
also uses separate networks and heuristics for per-instance
segmentation and temporal association.
Multi-object
Tracking
and
Segmentation
(MOTS). [20] This task is based on existing MultiObject Tracking (MOT) benchmarks [16, 9] which require
object instances in a video to be given bounding boxes
which are tracked over time. The MOTS dataset extends
this by instead requiring pixel-precise object labels (similar
to OVIS). But whereas OVIS (and VIS) focus on generic
videos (obtained from YouTube), MOTS focuses on
autonomous driving scenarios since it comprises videos
of street scenes and only requires objects belonging to
the person and car to be segmented and tracked.
The primary evaluation metric for this task was initially
sMOTSA, an extension of the CLEAR MOT metrics [4]
for pixel-precise labels, but it was later changed to the
recently proposed HOTA metrics [12]. The dataset authors
proposed a baseline method called TrackRCNN [20] which
is conceptually very similar to Mask-TrackRCNN in that it

adds an embedding output to Mask-RCNN for performing
temporal association.
In general, we can see that existing methods for segmenting object instances in videos follow the well-known
tracking-by-detection paradigm, where objects are first segmented in each image frame individually, followed by a second temporal association step. To this end, methods such
as TrackRCNN [20], Mask-TrackRCNN [22] and the one
proposed by Bertasius et al. [5] comprise two-stage networks that are extensions of Mask-RCNN [10], whereas
UnOVOST [14] and the winning approach for the YouTubeVIS 2019 challenge [13] use entirely separate networks and
heuristics for per-image segmentation and temporal association.
STEm-Seg. In an earlier work [1], we proposed STEmSeg - a single-stage, end-to-end network that segments and
tracks objects across videos in a single step. Instead of
considering videos to be a sequence of individual images,
we treat them as a single 3D (spatio-temporal) volume and
learn per-pixel embeddings that can then be used to associate pixels over space and time in a single step. Furthermore, in contrast to typical clustering-based approaches, we
formulate the problem in a way that offloads the prediction
of clustering parameters onto the network, thus eliminating
the need for slow clustering algorithms (e.g. Mean-Shift
Clustering, HDBScan [15], etc.) during inference.
In our earlier work [1], we already applied STEm-Seg
to the three above mentioned benchmarks (i.e. DAVIS Unsupervised [6], YouTube-VIS [22] and KITTI-MOTS [20])
and showed that it achieved state-of-the-art performance. In
this work, we applied STEm-Seg to OVIS [18] and show
that it achieves an mAP of 21.6% on the test set, putting it
in 3rd place in the leaderboard.

2. Method
As already mentioned, we use the STEm-Seg [1] architecture to solve the task of Occluded Video Instance Seg-
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mentation (OVIS) [18]. STEm-Seg takes a video clip of T
frames as input, and generates a set of clustering parameters, which can then be used to perform clustering in the
pixel space within a spatio-temporal volume. The output of
STEm-Seg is hence a set of temporally coherent instance
segmentation masks.
Fig. 1 shows the overview of the STEm-Seg pipeline.
Given an input clip of size T × H × W × 3, where T is the
number of frames in the clip, H × W is the frame resolutions and 3 represents the RGB channels, STEm-Seg generates a set of K instance tubes by clustering pixels across
space and time. The clustering is performed based on a
learned embedding function and is defined in such a way
that no external clustering algorithm or post-processing is
necessary to obtain the segmentation masks. In this regard,
STEm-Seg predicts for each of the N pixels in the clip (i.e.
N = T × H × W ) an E-dimensional embedding vector
×E
E ∈ RN ×E , an associated variance value V ∈ RN
, and
+
N
an object centre heat map H ∈ [0, 1] .
Instance Representation: Every object instance j is modelled by a multi-variate Gaussian distribution N (⃗
µj , Σ j )
with mean µ
⃗ j and variance Σ j . Given the ground truth
mask Cj for instance j, the mean µ
⃗ j and variance Σj can be
computed by averaging the network outputs at each pixel:

  &\vec {\mu }_j = \frac {1}{N_j}\sum \limits _{\vec {e} \hspace {1pt} \in \hspace {1pt} \mathcal {E}_j} \vec {e} \in \mathbb {R}^E, \\ &\matrixvar {\Sigma }_j = \frac {1}{N_j}\hspace {2pt} \text {diag}\left (\sum \limits _{\vec {v} \hspace {1pt}\in \hspace {1pt} \mathcal {V}_j} \vec {v}\right ) \in \mathbb {R}^{E\times E}~. \label {eq:mean_var}

Here Nj is the number of pixels that belong to instance
mask Cj . Since the distribution N (⃗
µj , Σ j ) represents all
the pixels that belong to instance j across the input video
clip, it can be directly used to compute the probability pij
of each embedding ei ∈ E belonging to instance j:

  p_{ij} = \frac {1}{{(2\pi )}^\frac {E}{2}|\boldsymbol {\Sigma _j}|^\frac {1}{2}}\text {exp}\left (-\frac {1}{2}(\vec {e}_i - \vec {\mu }_j)^T \matrixvar {\Sigma }_j^{-1}(\vec {e}_i - \vec {\mu }_j)\right )~. \label {eq:probs} 
(1)
Using Eq. 1, we can compute all the pixels in the input
volume that belongs to object instance j by simply thresholding the probability map at 0.5.
Embedding Representation: Generally, the embeddings
that are learnt by a network can take arbitrary representations. In STEm-Seg however, we fix this representation by using a so-called spatio-temporal coordinate mixing function, where the embeddings E are modified using a mixing function ϕ : RE → RE . More formally,
E ← { ϕ(⃗e), | ⃗e ∈ E }. The baseline version of our network generates 2D embeddings (E = 2); thus ϕ enhances

the embedding representation by adding the spatial coordinates: ϕxy (⃗ei ) = ⃗ei + [xi , yi ].
In addition, we also add two extra dimensions to the output embeddings that are left to learn arbitrary representations, which gives the network additional degrees of freedom. This is useful to generate better clustering results in
most of the cases. Hence, with these additional free dimensions, the final mixing function which we use for our OVIS
experiments can be written as: ϕxyff (⃗ei ) = ⃗ei + [xi , yi , 0, 0],
where E = 4. For these extra dimensions, we fix the variances to a constant value vfree to ensure that the network
does not predict very large variances.
Network Architecture: The STEm-Seg network uses an
encoder to learn feature representations from the input clip,
and two decoders - the first produces the embeddings E,
variances V, and instance centre heat map H, while the second one produces per-pixel class predictions. The encoder
comprises a wide ResNeXt-101 [21] backbone with Feature
Pyramid Network (FPN). This is a stronger backbone compared to the one used in our first work [1] paper, and helps
in learning richer features that are necessary to represent the
challenging scenarios present in OVIS. Each decoder consists of 3D convolutions and pooling, and learns the temporal context by first squashing the temporal dimension to
a smaller size, and then gradually expanding it back to the
original resolutions. Skip-connections are used at regular
intervals and trilinear up-sampling is used to incorporate
high-level features from the encoder. We refer to this novel
decoder as a Temporal Squeeze-Expand (TSE) decoder.
Augmented Image Sequences: Since the number of
densely annotated video sequences is limited, we diversify
the training set by adding fake video clips generated by applying random affine and perspective transforms to image
instance segmentation datasets. For the model which we
use to evaluate on the OVIS test, 65% of the training clips
were generated from the OVIS training set, and 35% were
generated by randomly augmenting annotated images from
the COCO dataset [11].
Training: The training objective of STEm-Seg is to optimise the probability distribution for each of the object instances in the input video clip. This is done by regressing
the probability heat map defined in Eq. 1 using a Lovàsz
hinge loss [2, 3, 17, 23], which is a differentiable, convex surrogate of the Jaccard index and it directly optimizes
the IoU between the prediction and the ground-truth masks.
The network is trained end-to-end by optimizing the following loss function:
  L_\text {total} = L_\text {lov} + L_\text {smooth} + L_\text {center} + L_\text {sem} 

(2)

Here, Llov is the Lovàsz hinge loss that was mentioned
above, Lsmooth is a variance smoothness loss that ensures
that the variance of pixels belonging to the same object are
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Method
FEELVOS [19]
IoUTracker+ [22]
MaskTrack R-CNN [22]
SipMask [7]
CSipMask [18]
CMaskTrack-RCNN [18]
STEm-Seg

AP
9.6
7.3
10.8
10.2
14.3
15.4
21.3

Validation Set
AP50 AP75 AR1
22.0
7.3
7.4
17.9
5.5
6.1
25.3
8.5
7.9
24.7
7.8
7.9
29.9
12.5
9.6
33.9
13.1
9.3
43.9
18.8 13.3

AR10
14.8
15.1
14.9
15.8
19.3
20.0
28.5

AP
10.8
9.5
11.8
11.7
14.5
15.1
21.6

AP50
23.4
18.8
25.4
23.7
31.1
31.6
39.8

Test Set
AP75
8.7
10.0
10.4
10.5
13.5
13.2
20.2

AR1
9.0
6.6
7.9
8.1
9.0
9.8
12.6

AR10
16.2
16.5
16.0
16.6
19.4
20.5
27.4

Table 1: Results for various methods on the OVIS [18] validation and test sets.
consistent, Lcenter is the instance centre heat map loss, and
Lsem is the semantic loss. Lsmooth regresses the variances
Vj for instance j to be close to the mean variances of that
instance, Lcenter regresses the instance centre heat map Hj
to the corresponding probabilities obtained using Eq. 1 for
instance j and Lsem is a cross-entropy loss which regresses
the predicted class labels against the ground-truth.
We optimize the network using a batch size of 8 clips using SGD with 0.9 momentum and an initial learning rate of
10−3 for 60k iterations. After this, we exponentially decay
the learning rate to 10−5 over another 60k iterations. The
training is carried out on 4x Nvidia V100 GPUs.
Inference: Since the ground truth map is not available during inference, the means µ
⃗ and variances Σ have to be sampled using the instance centres that are available from the
instance centre heat map. The overall inference process remains the same as described in the STEm-Seg [1] paper,
which is referenced below.
1. Identify the coordinates of instance centre ⃗cj
argmaxi H(⃗ci ).

=

2. Find the corresponding embedding vector E(⃗cj ) and
variances V(⃗cj ).
3. Using µ
⃗ j ← E(⃗cj ) and Σ j ← diag (V(⃗cj )), generate
the 3D mask tube Cbj for this instance by computing
per-pixel probabilities using 1, and then thresholding
them..

Clip stitching: Since large videos cannot fit into GPU
memory at once, we divide every video into overlapping
sub-clips of length T . Hungarian matching is then performed on the overlapping frames, with the cost metric being the IoU between tracklets, to associate the tracklets for
the entire video.

3. Experimental Results
The results on the OVIS validation and test set for
STEm-Seg and various other methods are given in Table 1.
The results for other methods are identical to those reported
by Qi et al. [18].
It can be seen that STEm-Seg outperforms all existing
baselines by a significant margin. Specifically, we outperform the second-best performing method (CMaskTrackRCNN [18]) by an absolute margin of 5.4% on the validation set and 6.5% on the test set. The end-to-end runtime
for our approach on the test set is ∼ 7.5 frames per second
on a single Nvidia RTX3090 GPU.

4. Conclusion
We have successfully used the end-to-end trainable
bottom-up approach STEm-Seg to generate temporally consistent instance segmentation masks on the Occluded Video
Instance Segmentation (OVIS) dataset and have attained the
third best performance in the corresponding benchmark.
This result shows the generalization capability of STEmSeg, and its efficacy on heavily occluded scenes.

4. Since the pixels in Cbj have now been assigned to an instance, the embeddings, variances and heat map probabilities at these pixel locations are masked out and
removed from further consideration:
  \mathcal {E} \gets \mathcal {E} \setminus \widehat {\mathcal {E}}_j \hspace {2pt}, \hspace {20pt} \mathcal {V} \gets \mathcal {V} \setminus \widehat {\mathcal {V}}_j \hspace {2pt}, \hspace {20pt} \mathcal {H} \gets \mathcal {H} \setminus \widehat {\mathcal {H}}_j.  (3)
5. Repeat steps 1-4 until either E = V = H = ∅, or
the next highest probability in the heat map falls below
some threshold.
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